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The method of Calvet microcalorimetry was used to follow 
the course of the spontaneous polymerization of styrene. Comparison 
of this method with widely used point-by-point methods has been 
performed and the great advantages of calorimetry are shown. 
Calorimetry measures continuously and directly the reaction rate 
independently from the physical state of the sample using only one 
sample for the whole conversion range. The accuracy and sen,sitivity 
achieved are better than those achieved with other methods. On the 
basis of these advantages Calvet microcalorimetry can be recom
mended as very promising method for the investigation of polymer
ization kinetics. 

INTRO;JUCTION 

The availability of precise data on the reaction rate is important prere
quisite for the thorough understanding of the reaction mechanism. Numerous 
doubts and · uncertainties connected with the mechanism of polymerization 
processes are the consequence of limited and insufficient accuracy of available 
methods for measuring the reaction rate. Since polymerization reactions are 
usually accompanied by a considerable heat effect, calorimetry appears to 
be a suitable method for investigation of polymerization processes. 

Calorimetry has been used by a number of authors to follow the course 
of polymerization processes. Transition temperature regions were investigated 
by programmed temperature increase in the greater part of research done in 
this field . In few measurements performed by the DSC technique at a fixed 
temperature only a rather low degree of sensitivity and kinetic purity was 
possible1•2. We have reported receantly on the application of Calvet microcalo
rimeter for investigation of polymerization3• In this paper we are presenting 
a more detailed presentation of his method. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Material 

Analytical grade styrene supplied by Merck-Schuchardt, Darmstadt was used. 
Prior to polymerization standard purification procedure and prepolymerization were 
performed. 

Methods 

The course of spontaneous polymerization of styrene at 90.15 °c was followed 
by calorimetry and by point-by-point methods. 
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1. Microcalorimetry. - A sample of styrene was put into an adapted Calvet
-type microcalorimeter and the rate of polymerization was measured for 260 hours 
up to an approximately 970/o conversion. 

The calorimeter functioned with two cylindrical cells (0 20 X 80 mm with maxi
mal usable volume 15 cm3) situated in a thermostated metal block thus assuring 
constant temperature. Each cell was surrounded by one thermobattery consisting of 
496 thermocouples (chromel-constantan) connected in a series. Thermobatteries werE 
connected in opposition. The recorded electromotive force, i.e. voltage signal was 
thus equal to the difference of the signals from the cell containing the investigated 
sample (the measuring cell) and the reference cell. The signal generated in each 
thermobattery was in proportion to the heat effect in the corresponding cell. The 
heat effect of the measuring cell consisted of 2 components: (i) heat of measl,lred 
reaction and (ii) parasitic heat effects not caused by studied reaction (mainly fluctuat
ion of the temperature of a metal block). These parasitic effects can be made 
identical for both cells. 

Since the heat effect .of the reference cell is produced only by parasitic effects 
the calorimeter we used is capable of compensating all small temperature fluctuations 
of the metal block. In this way a high sensitivity is obtained in measuring the signal. 
which is proportional to the heat flow from the measuring cell through the thermo
couples to the block. Therefore, the recorded voltage signal is proportional to the 
rate of reaction going on inside the measuring cell. 

The reaction rate can be calculated from this signal in the following way: 
If H is the heat of polymerization of the monomer (in cal/mol) and M is its 

molecular weight, the relation 

H 
Q= M (1) 

gives the heat Q developed in the case of complete polymerization of one gram of 
this monomer. 

If only 10/o of the present one gram polymerizes, the quantity of the developed 
heat will be: 

and for G grams it will be 

H 
Qio/o, lg == 100 M 

HG 
Q l'lo, G = 100 M 

(2) 

(3) 

In a general case for the polymerization rate of R O/o/h, and with the introduction 
the conversion factor 0.86 to convert calories per mol into milliwatts, the power W 
generated in one hour is given by 

HGR 
W= 86 M (4) 

The calibration of the calorimeter has shown that the power of 1 mW generates 
a signal of 65 microvolts. Multiplying equation 4 by this calibration factor one gets 
an expression for the voltage signal S: 

S= 
65 HGR 

86 M (5) 

Therefore, the reaction rate can be calculated from the recorded signal S by 
using the equation: 
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Other characteristics of the calorimeter as well as a more detailed description 
can be found elsewhere4• 

2. Point-by-point methods. - Several samples of styrene were allowed to poly
merize spontaneously at different times. At appropriate intervals, in the range of 
10-260 hours, polymerizat10n was interrupted and the polymer content in the samples 
was determined by 3 different methods as described below. 

Refractometry 

Immediately after the removal. of the sample from the thermostated bath, thEi 
refractive index no was measured by an Abbe refractometer using the monochromatic 
D line of the sodium spectrum. The percf'ntage of polystyrene in the sample was 
calculated from the increase of this index compar.ed to its value for pure styrene. 

Gravimetry 

The sample was dissolved in benzene and polystyrene was precipitated by 
adding of methanol. The precipitate was washed, dried and weighed. 

Photometry 

The concentration of the residual monomer was determined by the ultraviolet 
absorption method5 based on the linear dependence of optical density on styrene 
concentration at 281 nm, 288 nm, and 290 nm. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table I gives the comparison of conversions to polymer in the case of 
spontaneous polymerization of styrene obtained by calorimetry and by other 
methods (gravimetry, photometry and refractometry). In the case of calorimetry 
the conversion was determined by integration of the heat flow rate vs. time 
curve. 

TABLE I 

Spontaneous Styrene Polymerization at 90.15 °c 

Reaction Conversion to polymer as obtained by 
time Calorimetry Gravimetry Refractometry Photometry 

h O/o O/o O/o O/o 

10 8.85 9.1 8.7 
20 17.55 17.3 17.6 
30 26.00 26.3 25.7 
36 32.8 32.3 
40 34.8 34.8 35.0 
50 43.5 43.6 
80 67.9 67.1 68.0 

120 87.4 87.6 
160 94.3 94.0 
260 96.3 96.2 

Agreement between the various methods is excellent but nevertheless calo
rimetry possesses great advantages: 
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(1) It directly measures the rate of reaction in every moment, while all 
other known methods used so far offer only indirect approach for obtaining 
the polymerization rate from conversion vs. time relation. 

(2) Calorimetry continuously records the reaction rate with only one sample 
for the whole conversion range and is independent from the physical state 
of the reaction system. Dilatometry, which is the most widely used method for 
investigation of polymerization kinetics, is limited to moderate conversions 
and not suitable for viscous or solid systems or high temperatures. Refracto
metry is applicable in some cases but only for lower conversion. Photometry 
is applicable for determination of residual monomer at very high conversions. 
Point-by-point gravimetry can be used in broad conversion ranges, but accuracy 
in determining the polymerization rate by this method is poor. 

(3) The sensitivity and accuracy of calorimetry is better than that achieved 
with any other method: 

These advantages of calorimetry are clearly illustrated in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Rate vs . time and conversion vs . time relation for spontaneous polymerization of 
styrene at 90.15 oc 
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If we try to derive the polymerization rate from conversion vs. time curve 
with the good fitting of experimental points on the curve from all methods 
used, we are inclined to believe that the polymerization rate is constant up 
to 6011/o of the conversion. It causes more doubts when scattering of results 
is higher as usually is the case. 

However, calorimetry clearly shows that the polymerization rate changes 
with time; it decreases from the beginning to about 20°/() of the conversion 
and then increases to the maximum at 450/o and decreases again at higher 
conversions. The increase of the polymerization rate after 20°/o of the con
version is caused by the decrease of the termination rate due to the increase 
of viscosity of the system with conversion, i. e. by the gel-effect. The gel-effect 
is not very pronounced in the spontaneous polymerization of styrene and 
could not be easily detected by other methods. Thus only calorimetry enabled 
us to obtain fine details of the complete kinetic curves. 
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The calorimeter we used makes stable and accurate measurements possible 
over a period of several weeks. Its resolution at isothermal conditions is 50 µ. W 
and 0.043 cal/h respectively. Since the heat of polymerization of liquid styrene 
monomer is equal to 17 394 cal/mol at 90.15 °C6 we can conclude that 1 g of 
styrene will develop 167 cal. The rate of heat production equal to the resolution 
of our instrument (0.043 cal/h) corresponds to the polymerization rate of 
0.00026 g/h . When working with 10 g of styrene (a quantity which is easily 
handled) the polymerization rate of 0.00026 g/h corresponds to 0.0025'0/o of 
the monomer sample. In other words, when the rate of styrene polymerization 
is measured, the resolution of 0.0025'°/o can easily be achieved, which is by 
far better from that which can be obtained by other methods. 

On the basis of the presented results we point out that Calvet micro
calorimetry is a very promisi~g method for investigating the kinetics of 
polymerization. 
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SAZETAK 

Calvetova mikrokalorimetrija - nova prikladna metoda za ispitivanje reakcija 
polimerizacije 

M. Barie, F. Ranogajec i I. Dvornik 

Calvetovim mikrokalorimetrom pracen je tok spontane polimerizacije stirena. 
Usporedbom s najcesce koriStenim metodama pokazane su velike prednosti kalori
metrije. Kalorimetar kontinuirano i neposredno mjeri brzinu reakcije, neovisno o 
fizikalnom stanju sistema upotrebljavajuci samo jedan uzorak u citavom podrucju 
konverzija; tocnoscu i osjetljivoseu mikrokalorimetrija nadmasuje druge metode. 
Te prednosti upucuju na velike mogucnosti Calvetove mikrokalorimetrije kao metode 
ispitivanja kinetike polimerizacije. 

LABORATORI.J ZA RADI.JACIONU KEMI.JU I DOZIMETRI.TU 
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